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Implicit in the classical techniq,µe:s of smoot·hi'ng and forecast-
ing of disc:rete time series is- the r~str1Gt·io.n.: th.at. the data spans 
equal intervals of time. There exists a nee.a· to· :i:nake forecasts at 
,une·qu~:l. time i-nte:r-vaJ.s .. for the transaction :or- ,eve:r1t oriented bu·siness , . 
.. , 
In the thesis ·a -formal· methoq of smoothing and forecasting is·:: 
formulated for ·data that occurs t.nf.ormally with time; that is, the 
informat-1on ·:is :_giv~n at aperi'odic r.ev;i.ew intervals. The model is 
. ' of the recurs.i.ve n-a·ture so t·hat· ~u.9h- ·useful. charact.eristics as sip1-
plici ty o.f comput:at:iQn, accuracy, and ease :of data storage can be 
maintained·-· The model represents -a- ·g~n:~:rallz_at_:ton of classi.ca:l ex-
po_nent.ia::t :$1I106thin-g .. with the afo.rementioned: -departure from standard 
tlleory-, and l:t iog_ically red,ut~:es t·o ·the _f--~lliillar exponential smoothing 
. 
·mod(3.-! .f:or the. special c:as:e o.r· -E3:qual time.' inte(rvals. The theory has 
:b~.~:rf t3x·t.e:nde_d. to include ·the smoothing and f:orecasting of data that 
~xll.lbits ei ~her simple or higher order polynomial underlying processes •. 
Following the derivation, the statistical and dynamic properties 
, 
are explored analytically so that the ·characteristics of the model 
can be appraised. The study suggests that the model as formulated 
in the thesis behaves, for the irregular review intervals, similar to 
·t.h-_at of classical exponential smoothing which in its original form is 
' only applicable to periodic reviews. Finally, an example is- included 
.. 
-
----' that will serve to deJDonstrate the behavior of the model under actual 
~ 
• application and help lend support to the mathematical considerations. 
....... 
~ ,' 
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· In this chapter of the thesis the purpos~, the intend~d coverage, 
and the nature of the util-i.t·y of the proposed model is introduced. 
Then, the mathematical fc>";rmulation upon which the derivation will 
rest is summarized,.. F.tn~Ily, a discussion covering the background . 
upon which the ar.gument to accomplish the gener~l.izijt;ion will be 
presented. 
Purpose and_ Scope_ 
The forecasti·ng: of -a ·dfs·.crete time series ·r~ -a smoothing pro_c~:.s·$ 
for which one consfd-er·s· :known ·.observations i:n a _$:equence of numbers 
and applies a meth.od: to ex~rapolate t,his time serfe$ i.nto. the future. 
There is a larg·e· -cla.ss of problems that arises in -i))g-ustry for which 
it is ·ec:o~omi-cally- appropriate to smooth and forecast d_iscrete time 
-se:cr·t:es data on -a $hort-te~m bijs:i.s. For example, it ma·y -be· f:i..nancially 
·advantageous to antic:i.:paf~ the demand· for specific g-ood.s -i.n the form 
:,of inventories. 1'lie: forecasting methods are usually isolated :from the: 
actual control pro:c·~s.s and studied by themselves. Thus, the fore~-
cast is m·ade: by :a .Silt.Oothing technique based only on the time sel'°ieS 
data. 
-. 
The: traditional treatme.nt is applied to data 'th_a·t :·a-rise in the 
... form o.f a ·s_uccession of observations that occur at equldis·tant point8' 
i.rt time or covering equal intervals of time. However, there exists· 
.. 
transaction oriented control systems that arise in1 industry that 
generate time series data that occur at ~rregular time .intervals. 
The basic data for this s.ubclass are i~herently d--iscrete. but are only 
'! /\, 
,, 
l· ,. .. 
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available at va-rying finite intervals of' time. If a forecast of· this 
particular non-pe·riodic time series is considered valuable, it would 
b. 
b~ useful to generalize a representative forecasting method to fn-
:: 
~- elude this type of pro~~em.~-
~-, 
.. Necessarily the d·erqands will accumulate 




' during the irregul?r· tiQte ·:ii;l:f:e.-rval. Then at som~ event clued point 
... 
·of time, a srnooth·ing process wi.11 be applied and ·t1 f·orecast rendered. 
Exponential. smoothing. i~ a -;forecasting technique that has gained 
w .. ide accepta)1ce since its expo~:i.ti:.on by Rob.e.r.t Gooclell Brown (1). One 
·of- i.ts advantages is- ;i.t-s r.elative e:a}~~ i1t .c.arrylng .. o.ut the computatim s. 
Further, a recursive ieJ.ati·onship ail·ev.i~tes· the ne:ed for an exorbi-\ \ 
tant amount of stora·g_~ capa.c..it_y· for historiGa"l d_,ijt.a:. .It: is intui ti vel_y 
_satisfying: i.n that tµe parameters :Of: the fitting in_od-e'l) .. suc:-h a.$. t;he 
, e.xt_illl~t·e .of ·t·he ave·raite level or ·the slope of a ttend , :are ba:seq_ 011 
·~ 
... 
a geometric 'd'i.s.c.ounttng of th·e· pas.t. data with t.-be .g!eatest weight given 
to the most r,ece:nt .observation. Thus i-t :is p·ij_rttc_-.u,_lar1y applicable 
to the s.it:uat·ion in which the .. param·et.ers' qf the, mod:el. are slowly 




. Jt.o-:t· _s:trictly stafi"C~-t1~-t\y· ;t(o a .. pseudo-stationary serie:s' ·su.~t.-ab1e for 
:s_hott-~:t·erm foreca.sti:rtg.- lts final characteristic :~.s th·at" a parameter 
.. ,.rr., 
' ., 
ioti the smoothing func.tio:n. ,can be adjµsted·'·to .regulate the rate of 
res:ponse of the system versus the st~'blil·-ity .. o.f ·t:he· syEttem. However, 
the fundamental theorem of exponent_ial smoothing· in fts present form 
assel;"ts that the observations occur at equally spaced intervals.- The • 
advantages of exponential smoothing suggests that it would be valuable 
to g~neralize the technique to unequally spaced intervals, and the r~ 










·:sl1_ch: -~- g.en·e·r.al.iza.t.ion ma.y be incorporated:. 
' 
·Th~e: .purpos.e. of t,hf:s t>hesis is to prnpose a formal model for 
·~nito:othing and :f:orecasting' ·disc.rete. time ·s·Ei:lries data that occur iri--· 
formally wi_th t.i:me:._ The data are· tr-,igge.red by an event or _trairiS-
-·-.....__ 
action oriented· ·business activity;. :and-- t.he:r·e·:for:e, -t·he informatton from 
which the decfsi:_qns and f.ore.~a·sfs are ritade J·s __ considered at irregular 
* 
time interval$. The f<:>rmulation o:f: the prp-:po_sed model follows from 
.a· ·set: of· r_e,asonttble criteria, and an extens'i.ve ~pa.Iysis of the major 
c_h:ara.c.teri-sti:-c:s: .of the m1~t ho~ wlll b~ :i-1tcluc:i~d- i:n :this. paper. The 
·nature of the ft>rmu-latior o-f .. the "mo.del :represet1ts a· ·:generalization of 
:t:he ·wi-dely ,applled' expo.11.e-nti.·a-1 S1I1Qo;th,il)g method to i:11clude the afor.e·;_ 
mentioned ·"·departure from Js·tand;ard t".heory •. 
Mathematical Background - A· summary :of the Fundamental Theorem of· Ex-
ponential Smoothing ~ 
. ., Since the formulation :of ,:tlie .proposed model follows directly. 
f:ron1. an .e-x:tension: of expo_herit-ia-i s_moothing:·,. J a· brief summary of the 
ge-rmane. e.quat i.-ons a_:n<:l _phlio~ophy :W.Jll, bE;1 ·pres.e.:nted .. 
. . An i'nternal memorandum ·o:£ -the A. D. Little: Co._: wa.s_ is:sued, :by, 
Brown and Meyer in January, 1960 (3). The theorem proves:~ given an. 
eqt1ally spaced· time series {Kt}, .that. it is possible-. to ·estimate the 
n+l coefficient,s·· i:-n an nth ~der polynomial model of the form: 
,x-
-----t .. 
1 a tn 
+ iiT n 
• 
(I-1) 
An estimate of the coeffi'cl.ents «are expressed as a linear com~_ 
bi nation ot nth order recurs·1ve operators defined· by the. follqwi.ng 
equ·ation: 













... ·-·· . ,.,,. - .,.,. ~-' 
+ (1-a)·S~~~(X) a S ( n-1) ( X) t . 
.. 
where: 
s~ (X) = xt' 
l. 
s~n) (X) - The current ,Jth order operator · 
(n) th 
-St-l (X) = The prE;:!vious_ n - order operator 
Snt-1 (X)_-- T_--h_e··_-_ ·· · ··t·( ·1)th d t _ curren n- or.er opera.or 
-
<'.1 . 
....._ ·, .. 
.L r 
In the· proce.ss ·o-f smo.othi,ng-_ and fo·re.cast ing J Xt- l ··· h · · l f ' .qpe :_ yp_o-
thesizes an un.d~rlyi.n:g· :pro•cess. 'i'h··e obse~vations a:re .said- to inciu_tje 
this proces.s ·p.l.us r·and.om, ·noise. th-cit has zero. me·a.n and: variahc-e 
.- ·. , .. ·.· .... 
2, respe·<:!t _i_ve. ly _a.-r~- su-rrunar.i-z"E~d- a:s '.~<'.>:II.ow·$:: 
Hypothesized Model 
xt - ao + ~:lt + f "t 
--
. - -·· - . ':"" ....... : ... - "'.-:·· .... , -·--·: .~-~- _ .. __ .......... _ ........ . 
-id, 
.E·s-timate of Coefficients •. -: ·, -.· : ' . ·. .. ·. 
:r...a. := s-<_l) 
b. t 
Aa_··._ ,~: ·_2· ·.,_:~_ (_1.) -
.,... ... L:lt_ 
----o 






3S(,?) + S( 3 ) 
.. t t 
(6-Sa)sCl) t . 
-2( 5-4 a ) s< 2) · + ( 4-3 a ) s< 3) t t 
A a2 s<1> 2S( 2 ) a· -
- + -2 (l-a)2 t t 
s(3) 
t 
···-··· ... --;:' .. ''' ,, .... '' •. ·-·" •. ,. • ·:·· -·:·; .'. .. , •. _.,-.-· .. •-.;·.•· ...... ,;""';·;;' ..... _ ........ "'"'/'"'(~·!;: ·~:·;· .. "'"-"'""''"'"'"" ... "'. Mo•• ··-·"'-•••••ho'•,,-•.,. ... ,. •I;., • '.!,, •.•. ~,,..,•,•OT,,,, ..... , ........ --.......... . 














., .. , . , . 
.. 
6' 
One merit of multiple smoothing is t·ha·t one can recover the exact 
coefficients of the model\ when there :is no noise in the data. Fur-
ther, it is statistically an unbiased estimate. Finally, D'Esopo (8) 
has proved that for any sequence of observations, the polynomial of 
degree n obtained by appropriate multiple exponential smoothing i~ 
the· solut.ion that minimizes the discounted square error criterion. 
1 
It is again reiterated that the abov:e development strictly requires ··- · 
eqrially spaced data observations. 
A Comment on the Stability-Response Parameter and The Sampling Interval 
The basic unit of time is the sampling interval which is de-
noted by .a. subscript t. The next observation in.a sequence will be 
·de.noted t.·+1. The problem of choosing some optimum sampling interval 
·is ·not a trlvial one. In practice the interval is usually selected 
.. ! by· s-ome arbitrarily convenient p.eriodic reporting business activity 
,. 
and is not relat·ed to the interval being an optimum in some forecast 
error sense. The choice of the sampling interval will not be of 
concern to this thesis since we are considering an event triggered 
method of clueing the forecast; the intervals will be irregular. 
However, the notions surrounding the sampling interval are concept-
ually relevant. A long sampling interval tends to have a damping 
---~· .. -· .. II'- ·:,. .,, 
effect on the system. That is, a change in the data int~~ form of 
high frequency contribution will not be refJ..ected • the computa-a 1n 
tions. Conversely, a short interval will be sensitive to random 
, 
. fluctuations • noise ----=--
... 
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. ~ ----------~---·---·-·-.. ···--. 
-··-·- .. 
,. 
Clearly a higher a weights the latest observations more heavily and 
discounts the older data. Thus, the resp_onse to a changing pattern 
improv~s with a higher smoothing const:ant. However, it would also:. 
respond rapidly to any :random noise "fluctuations. The ability to 
{ 
smooth out random noise fluctuatibn~: is decreased by a higher smoothing 
constant; that is, the smoothing .:i.~)··l,ess stable in the presence of 
· random variat_i;ons: _f.or a higher constant a. The converse is true. 
for a smalie·r :ex.... ·Brown has more rigorously demonstrated the property 
i·n reference (2)., :_·p •. :s.7-.. He relat,~s the variance o·t· the output to 
the variance of the- nois·.e.- data for some a . For f.irst order smooth~ 






If one interprets the variance o:f· th-~: output .a:s, a measure of sta-
bility,-. then the smaller the value of a, the more st,able the esti- .. 
mate. ~ecess·ar.fi)r- t·hen, the less responsive to .a true signal change. 
One can observe that the same compromise between the degree of ' 
t,_ • ~ 
st.a:b.fli ty aiid. the response rate·· e~_ists for both the sampling inter-
v.al length and for the choice of the smoothing constant a . It is 
,fl 
obvious that a close relationship exists, and that the smoothing con-
. 
stant a could be a function of the interval length. We can relate 
these two ideas for the class of probl~ms that requiring irregular 
sampling rate's. For this relationship the smoothing constant a is 












to this formulation of the time dependent smoothing coefficient to 
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·-· ·II. THE FIRST-ORDER RANOOM REVIEW INTERVAL SMOOTHING MODEL 
The formulation that will follow will build upon the mathematical 
sumrnarizat ions and the co'I:tcepf s of the previous chapter. . T·he ma thema-
tical approach will be formulated, and then its propert-ies critically· 
examined at var.taus infonnative boundary condit . io:ils. The model will be-
-~ 
related to the Eittfndard periodic form of expohentta1. · smoothing and 
.--- -"" 
...... 
shown to re.due·~ to the standard fo·rm under the special condition- o·t: 
I.J.er.i-o.ciic ,revfe\\1'S. .ltt tfiis chapter the discussion '.Wi 11 .be limited ·to· a 
process in· whic.h' a Ct>nst·an:t ,·model is fe.lt to :be· t:.he ·underlying p.ro.,c·ess:. 
The observatJ.o.ns. are- giv~z1 t~y th·e geri·:er.a·1 ,expr·e-ssioris: 
. . . 
. ~ . 
. . 
. .... . ..... 
.. -. " . :_~. 
X .:.-= a ·+· E . t· ~- o·· · t 
.. 




_ .a X·t + (1- a) st-I (X) 






The pictorial illustr.at;io.n: to fo:Ilow w:ill ·sepye .-a.:s an example to 
fT. 
(le:pi9t both the natu.r:e o.:f t·he problem and the applicall,le notation. ·-L~t-
Xi denote the ac·c:umt.tlated. :demands during an rrregular in.te.r-val -o·f t_:i]pe. 
from i-1 to i. A1so·,. c.oµnt the number of arbitrary units of time··, . 
~ii 
tit, between t.,he last, tev:ie:w and the respective inte:rval, and .call 






. - , .... , . .., '·· '.' 
' ... • • ~~l!71,y1,r.-~,~·--~--
'f. . 
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...................... --~..,._ ........... __ +-......,-+--1--..-..... ~--.-.......... ~ ...... ..---t'-time 
-----------+--~---------11--t----+--------- i th anal_y$i,s: 
i i-1 i-2 i-3 i-4 i-5 
~~-------Increasing Time 
. . th l .. 1 - 1 ana ys1s 
~t - arbitrar:v. tih:it: ·of ti.nte 011. t·.t: -a~i$.: 
.. ;·:.,. 
. 
Ma·ke·· ·t·he: fo.liowing definitio:n::·' 
.•• .· 
_ :Xi .t·:h. X_1 -- - = -the average demand for each 4 t during the 1. ··· :K·· 
· l. 
analysis .• .. 
Under the .:above definition,; .the exam:p1e can be· ·r~p:l:a.¢.·ed iby· .-fhe system · 
to follow. Effectively the i:rregular review :in.t·e:rva.1 system is approxi-
,. ~ ' . 
mated by a pseudo periodic: review interval $-yst~rn··t-ha_t is periodic on 
.1 t time unit s . 
·' 
~/) 
. 1- • 


























• • • • • • • 
t' t 1 t t t 
i-4 i-1 i-2 i-3 Start 
Increasi·ng. ·Time 
St:nGe t:.he a.-bove: s·y:stent i-.$ ·no,.w :equally -~-p~ce:d:_.; ·t·he- fMilam.erita.l theorems . . . . . . . . .. ~ . 
·o.·f. e1e_pqnei1:tial. smoo~_hJn;g can be applie9 to·· it:. ,t Hc:,:wevej'.· · certain ad-
. . .. · . '· 
Ju.st.µi'¢p.ts, :wi.11 have· tq be made so that the pseudo syst.~.m i:s. represe:n-
t tat1ve ·or t.he· .s.t:t·uat.ton· under consideration. It is imrned_t~te1y 
ap,paren:t ··t:b..~·t in< the exam.pl~ r 1.5: reviews are charact·erized in a len,gth 
of time in, w_h:Lc·n. oi1ly ·5 reyJews· wer.e or-ig.inally s:~ecifie~_ The~efor~ ,· 
the. n:stability-response'' interpla:y i:s,, altered.. ·This suggests that t'he · 
smoothing consta1tt.: --~ shou.ld be appropriat~.ly adjtlsted. For .now·., let. ·7 
.. a:1 denote a s.moot-n.ing co.nstant different ·tn va:lue -bu-t the scime· i:n 
~ 
·form from t·hat c]1a.·racterized in Brown' s mode 1. We shall ~et-urn;.: to· an 
Q 
interpretatio·n o.f a 1 after the following discussion~ 
-. 
.... ... ,,.-,. ..... - ... -· .· .. -.,·~ ....... ·_ - .- ... _, ..... -'"": .. ---~ . '· - ·,, '. ~,-:: ...... - . 
,. 
: ~r1-: ,, ,: 






/ : 1,. 
.-:~ • ~ ::?:-:, · .. ~:·,:,;-.:~ 
... _;;;, .... J .. 1:i 
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·The pseudo system: ·qa.)1 be smoothed· by:. 
(II-3) 
where: t '.· = the arbitrary time scale for pseud~. pe:rfod '1 t. 
However; it would: be. inconvenient to ·$iliooth. the· .p·rocess every ~ t . 
... _. 
ln:stead, expand e·quation (II-3) back in ·ti)ne. by repeated substitution: 
··from the present.: t·ime to exactly Ki-1 µn_i:t·s. of 6 t to the .1a·.st review -.~ -~ . ,1. 
a-- _·t .1·· -··1· ,, 
. ' .·.•; 
.,, (1) 
- 2 -8 t' (Xi)=. o/lXi + c(l (l- c(l)Xi + ().1 (l- o(l) xi + ..... + 
K -1 - K. (1) CX:1< 1- ~1) i xi +· (1- .C(.l) ·1 st' -K. ~Xi) . (II-4) 
1 
.t.h But l~y d.ef'inition wif.htn .. tlie i · · interv~l-:,- x1 can be fa.ctored . 
. K. -1] Q'l (1- a'1) 1 (II-5) 
of: K·. terms. Th.is· can be shoym _ to· ·be identically expres·sed in the - 1 
following closed form: 
-
- ... -





The pseudo system can be smoothed by the above equation each time 
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review. Note that t·i:i:e. Gil.ef:fi:c.ient o.f· the: current .piece of data, X., 
1 
is time dependent on, th:e number, Ki, ':of ~t units since the last 
.revie:w. The o.ne· .. remaining undefined parameter is :a:1 . One could 
fue.re'..ly s,ugg,e.s.~. equa.t ion ( I 1-6) as the' method to smoo·th the irreg.ul.a..rly 
:reviewed time s·er~es data. The practi.t;ioJ1e..r wo'Ul.d.: have to selec:t an 
.. a 1 by o)Js~rvin.g= pa.$t data to. g1v·e him· a :reasonab'le .·balance between 
stabil~ty· ang .re.spouse·. .rt is possible., however, to give an inter-
pretation .Of: ,<:rl ~rt te.-rms. 'Of the more familiar er_ .. The advantages Of . 
. doing this are· q'.bVtou.s, and the discussion to follow i:t1 th·e: n:ext. two .. 
sections w . fll. qev·e·lop. suc.h an interpretat.io:n'. 
A Useful P:ro.perty of the :Ge~e.r~l Exponential Smoothing Form 
The· first step toward an inte_rp reta t ion of al is to make: a~ .. 
important observation .. about the general smoothing equation as given by 
(II-2). Expand equat:ion (lI-2) back in time to the .initial value: 
(II-7) 
·The,not.:at.io:n t has been gfven to·=Jiieah an interval period. Let us 
. 
c.-bocrse some a·rbJ.f:·ra.J:·y ·smaller W1it of time, ~ t, where µ. 6t = t. 
tnat· Js, there. ·a,re µ units of" ll t in the··· interval t. 
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-= xt -µ. The average dema·na,: per ~ t untt·s tff t.ime .. in .. 
interval t. 
. s:ub.stitute Xt in equation (II-8) 
... 




- t CX(l-OC) X,t ... + .·• ~. ~1-(X) XO -n .. 
. .··. ·•· 
:ii-'eco:.Ilect terms in a .-re.curs.i,te man·rier. 
s?) (X) 
).l 




... " :• 
(II-9) 
(Il:710) 
It is actually ea.sfe.r to expand (Il-10) an_(!. tq :not .. e:- ·t:ha:t: it is identi-· 
cal to (II-9). 
Therefore, the use·:f:u1 :p:.rq.p·erty: 
. .( 1) St (X) 
µ. 
- S~l) (X) (II-11) 
:.Be.·c·a-use the smoothing functiqn is. a linear combirtat.ion o.f a.11 past 
.obs.e.r.vatto.ns and therefore e·ti:liation (II-11) holds., obe ·can .$I1109t:h for 
·the a.ve.rage demand per A t .. units in the 4interval t -. ... -.,. -. -
. . .• . . • 
Q:$.e:.ful. in ·t·he ·following develop~¢n:t.. Bro,wn·' s equation (II-2) can b.e 
: :modified by eq·uation (II-11) to $D106tJ1 the average demand per µnit: ·of 
' ~ -t within the interval t; i.e., 4 ·, .. 
. (1) 








Formulation of a 1 
It seems reasonable to suggest that the degr~e of response 
:(stability) be equal in the two systems described by equations (II-6) 
and (II-12). The response is clearly related to the ntlmber of reviews 
,;'"9 made over a length of time. Under the irregular review condition, one 
may characterize the number 9f irregular reviews over a length of time 
in terms of an ave~age number of reviews over that length of time; the 
.average number of Ki units of ~ t is µ over a long length of time . 
.. Brown in reference (1) p. 107, has indicated a convenient measure 
of response; the average age of data. He uses this measure to compare 
,. t_:he exponential smoothing a to the N of moving average theory. He 
discusses the relationship that concerns the rate of response to a 
changing pattern increasing with higher smoothi~g constant or with 
• smaller values of N: Conversely, he mentions that the higher a or 
. ' . 
smaller N decreases the ability ··to smooth random fluctuations. Finally, 
,he defines an exponential smoothing system that is equivalent to an N 
period moving average by equating the average age of the data. 
The average age of the data is tQen a convenient method of 
measuring response (stability). The average age of the data will be 
compared in the two systems that are described by (II-12) and (II-6). 
The age of the current observation is O; the age of the previous ob-
servation is presently l; and the one before is 2. The average age 
is the age of each piece of data used in the average, weighted as the 
data of that age would be weighted. This formulation is like that of 
measuring the distance in time back to the·centroid of the data. 
. _.~ --·--- --·· ,I' l' ,, 
~' :• 
··:,'.,",: .. ,,.,_·-,:::"' 










"' •. • I • )f . . ' 
The approach to fonnulate a 1 is then to let the d8;ta, be equally 
spaced at µ. units of '1 t for both systems and to set the average age 
of both systems to be equal. This insures for an average number, of 
reviews in a length·of time that the response rate (stability) will be 
equal. The mathematics of the preceding discussion will now be formu-
i 
lated. It will be shown that al can be expressed as a function of 
' 
a and - µ. ; a 1 = · f ~ a , µ. ) .~ 
By using the weights assigned to the data, which can be seen from 
equation (II-9), and the-~ge of the data concept, the _average of the 
age data can be c~lculated for Brown's- moditied _system of (II-12). 
- 0 Qi· + 1·°' (1-0:) + 2 ~-(1-oc:) 2 + .. •· 
.,.·,:c. , . 
. 
Aa - ~ j a ( 1- a) J 
J=O 
.. 
It can be .shown that t_l}e. _summation for Aa in·· a ciosed form is: 
- 1-a 
a 
Now consider the system represented by equation (II-6). · 
Let K. = 1 µ ' 
for all i, then, 
µ s<1> (X) 
- 1 - (1- a ) t' 1 
Expand (II-14) back in time. -
s! ~) (X) - . . . µ. 1 - (1- C(l) 
+ 
+ [o- a Ji Js?~ µ X. 1 




x. 2 + 1-
(X) 
[ 
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17 
Associating the above weights with the age of the data: 
co 
A a 1 = ~ j(l- a 1)jµ j=O 
The· summation ·can be e:xprf3:S~ed- i.n· closed form as: 
Equating (II-13) to (II-15): 
)J. 
(1-(Xl) 
-------[1 - (1- ~ 1>,u.] 
Solving for a 1 : 
The Proposed Model 
Substitute. equation (II-16) 





If the above substitution is made, the following proposed ·100del 





































- Current Smoothed demand tn i. · irregular interval 
x. 
l. = Average demand for 
th at in the i interval 
S~~~K. (Xi) - last Smoothed demand Ki units, of ~ t ago. 
1 
K. 
1 = Number of units of 6 t sinc:e:, the last review 
µ = Average number of 6 t units in an interval 
a. :-~ Brown' s _$Jll()9thing Cq.JJst~n:t ·,. Q :S: a. ~ 1. 





This expression is similar in form to Brown's Model with .a time 
dependent smoothing coefficient: 
a i - f (Ki : a , µ ) 
. 
• 
.r~he time depen.dent smoothing coefficient is expressed as a function 
of a ·number of i-rregular time lengths, Ki of '1 t and the response 
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familiar parameter as given by Brown.. The .. other is the· average number 
of 6t "units in an interval. It is believed that equation (II-17), 
< • 
although a two parameter system, is more convenient than equation 
(II-6). The a parameter of (Il-17) is given explicit· meaning in 
tenns of existing writings. All work that has been done to help inter.;.. 
pret that parameter (1, 2, 3, 39) or the writing on adaptive exponen-
tial smoothing ( 4, 25, 33) for a non-stationary time series logically 
follow. The other parameter µ. is rather easily ascertained from past. 
history. The relative sensitivity of these two parameters with respect 
to each other wi 11 be st·udied later .in the thesis. 
There is one modification of ·th~- original fonn that may be com-
putationally simpler. Ra-th:er than calculate Xi from the definition 
~ ' 
ii = Xi, stibstitute this 'bllck in the equations and express it in the 
l(. 
··i 
following alternate form: 




(1) a· (1) 
st' (X·) -,- l X· + (1- ai)St'-Ki (X.) (II~l9-A) l K· 1 1 1 




Properties of the Model 
These are some immediate observations that can be made about the 
. l 
. t 
.. Propo_sed mo·del •. 
l 
. ,,r:, 





' ' . 
.. ' ' ,• .; ·,' ,' ., ,;. : .. ,'·.-.' ·:·,.:· .: .. · ... ': ,,· 
. ' ' . 
. ' 
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If: Ki=µ ·for all intervals; i.e., this case is the one where 
we h ve equally spaced data. 
1 -~1· ":l .· · t · (II 18) Then e _ ~ 1 equa ion - . 
µ 
Therefore: 
and 1- a . - 1- a 1 




which is Brown's modified model given in equation (11-12). 
If: K. > µ, 1 in the ±"nte·rva·l from i-1 to i 
then Ki - 1 + 6 
µ 
with o > 0 
and °i - 1 - (1- a) 1 + 0 
Since O ~ a~ l 
then ( 1- a ) f 1 




ai = [1.,.. (I-a) 1 +OJ~ [ 1 - (1-a) 1 ]= a 
J ..•. e.' 
• 
a. 




I , , 
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-~· ~'· ,. 
i. 






For intervals greater than the average, the last observation 
1s weighted more heavily than one occurring at the average interval 
length. This is intuitively the direction we would hope. 
Conversely f~! Ki<-µ 
< a . . 
-
. ' For intervals less than the average, th~ current observation is 
i 
weighted less than that occurring at the av~rage interval length. 
-'l · 
4. If: a = 0 
.a.l - 0 
. 5'. :l.f :-
:~i-. = -1 
• .. · 
·1 . ..... 
-
independent of Kil# 
K./ 
- ( 1-1) 1 µ. 
- 1 
independent of Ki/µ 
6. From 4 and 5 and since (II-18) is monotonic 
O ~ a.< 1 1 -., 
./ 
7.· There is no systematic bias; i.e., 'the .sum of the coefficients 
8. 
(II-17) or (II-19) equals 1. 
..  
., A~ Ki-->• oo ; the interval is getting very long 
<l'I 
a -----~~1; suggests usin~ current data as can be seen from i 
- -, 
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We are going back to the last smoothing.operation; 
(X.) ]. 
,. 
i.e .. , 
From the formulation of the derivation,. the geometric discounting 
of the data is implied. 
The family of curves as illust'rated in Figure (II-1) clearly shows 
~ the relationship _of ai as a function of K for parameters a and µ . 
", 
In ,the figure, a i is plotted against the ratio ~ with Brown's a as a 
parameter. Obviously when Klµ is 1, the interval is equal to the 
average interval length and therefore ct. = a . ]. If the ratio is 
greater than 1, the interval is larger than the average interval length 
and ai is appropriately lar·ger than a . The converse is true for an 
interval less than the average; that. is, a ratio less than 1. 
Interpretation of the Forecast 
One point that has been tacitly implied,. throughout the develop-
' ment. of the .smoothing fwiction is the forecast. Actually, the hypo-
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III.HIGHER-ORDER RANOOM REVIEW INTERVAL Sltl)()THING MODELS 
The formulation of the models in this chapter will be similar t·o' 
that pf the first-order model. Although the concepts will be the 
same, the mathematics will be more tedious. Unfortunately, the final 
model is not easily expressed in closed form. For the practitioner,_ 
approximations to.the theory are suggested so that the equations re-
I, 
main simple for actual use . 
. Derivation of a Second-Order Smoothing Function 
For the second order smoothing function,· it is £el t that the 
underlying process is linear. 
general expression: 
The -Observations are given by the 
with the estimates given by: 
~ .... a 
a = 1 ·1·-.. a 
where: . 
s( 2 )(X) -
t 
a s< 1> (X) 
t 





The same phil9sophy is a~luded to in this chapter as that of 
t~e case in the previous chapter .. The irregular review interval system 
. is approximated by a pseudo periodic''. .. ·review interval· system; where 
·-- ---- ---. --- ., '- -- _.. --
•• 1l\ , . I 
\I: 
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J. 
, . /" t. _,.,:" 
• The· smoothing constant is denoted as a 2 ; 
and again, it must be stability-response altered. Thus, the equations 
for the second orqer system are: 
s~2> cii> - cx2s~l) (ii) + (1- ()'2) s< 2> ex > t'-1 i (III-4) 
s~1>cii> s< 1 >cx.> 
... 
-
- 0(2Xi + (1- C(2) • - t'-1 1 "(III-5) 
-Substituting back in time for one unit of ~t and using X. within 
l 
that interval. 
2 - 2 
- ~ - X . + 2 ~ ( 1- tx.2 ) X1. + 2 1 2 
2 2 (1) _ - 2 (2) 
.2 C( ( 1- /X2) S , ( X ) + ( 1- <X ) S , ( X . ) 2 t-2 i t-2 1 
Substituting back in time for one more unit of ~ t. 
s<2> ci > 
t' i 
2 2 2 2 -
- ~ X. + 2~ (l-o<2 ) X + 30( (1-(() X 21 2 i 2 2 i 
.... 
+ 3 ex o- <x. >3 s<1>cx > + c1-2 2 - t'-3 i 
- - .\ 
< 
Now express this for K. units of ~ t. That is, expand back in time r 1 
for exactly Ki-1 units of ~t. This is the number of 4 t units 
; 
back to the last review. By definition, X. can be factored out: 1 
.• ... ..,:,\.- ··~~ -
r' 
) 





-~. "' : 
...... 





















' 1: ",, 
.;,.,) 
--· It can be shown that the coefftcie-nt ·of x;i, can be _expressed · 




_ [ 1-(1- a 2)Ki(l+ a 2Ki) ] Xi 
+[Ki a2(1- a2) Ki] s~=!i (Xi>f 1- a2)Ki]s~~!i (Xi) 
( III-7) 
Thus the second order smoothing'function is smoothed each irregular 
review interval. The coefficient of the current piece of data is 
time dependent. Equation (III-7) could be used to smooth the data. 
However, an interpretation of a 2 is presented in the next session. 
Formulation of a 2 
. 
' 
As in the case of the first-order smoothing function, the 






= St (X) (III-8) 
J µ 
.... ·.1. •• 
From this, Brown's equa-tfoli.s, :are modif·Ie:d· as follows: · 
s { l).(X) ;<1> Cx> -C< xt + (1-lX) ' (III-9) --t . t-1 
.. 
·-~ . 
s( 2 )('X) (1) - (2) -
-





Expressing ( 111....;9) and ( III-1·0) in a similar form to (III-7): 
'. 
. 
\_ . (1) _, 2 (2) s ( 2) (X). :e: 2 L, i -(X 
_xt + ex (1- 0<) S (X) + (1- <X) s ,-> (III-11)" t-1 X ·· t t-1 . 
, 
,_' •. "~··-·- .; :·--' ·,. ···k· ]- ..• -.. <c-!,,,, .. \ .. ,~-, ., •. , - . • •' ....... 










1 l . 
·1 








Once,again, the response (stability) will be set equal in 
equations (111-7) and (III-11) by equating the average age data. 





+ · ·· + nc,t. (1-CX) xt-(n-1) + • · · 
If we assign the weights to the data: 
CX) 
Aa - ~ j(j+l) a 2(1-a )j 
j=O 











S (X.) = t' 1 
' 
[1-c1-tx2t'J +[-o- cx2>,...][ oc 2µc1- cx2)0 ] / x1 
'· [ ~ J [ ]2~ + 1-(1- 0(2) 1- ~2 . + [1-20- rx2>~J [a2,u.<1- C<21·.2] { xi-1 
[ 2-3(1- 0<2>14] [ tX2 µ.o- D<2> 2).LJ/xi-2 






( . ! 
. • j 







·c1- a >[ JjQ +1-(1- "2>"] 
- 2 2 -
- (l-(l-a2)1' ] 2 (III-14) 
-
- . -lquating A0 · = A a 2· 
Unfortunately, a 2 is not !'as tly expressed as a function of µ and 
ir . However a can be expressed aa a function of cr2 and 11, as 
follows: 
a = 
[ · IA ]2 2 1-(1- a 2 ) (III-15) 
+l - (1- a 2>JJ 
With the aid of Figure (III-1), one can find a 2 for a parti-
cular a and µ • This value can be substituted back in equation 
(III-7). Since this is less convenient to the practitione~ the 
,. 
next two-sections suggest possible approximations so that a final 
closed form can be used. 
An Approximation 
As a first step towards expressing a second-order model in I 
closed form, one can make an approximation. 
For small 
I[ (1- a ) i at 1-K a 2 . i 2 
, 
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31 
Equation (III-14) becomes: 
-
(1- ).). ().2) ' [ 2 µ 0(2 ] 
( JJ,- <X2?2 
- Equating (III-17) to (III-12) 
.. 
2 p.oc2 (1- JJ-(¥2 ) ~ 2 (1- C<) 
CJ>-ft2>2 






Equation (III-18) is thus a closed form approximation for smoothing 
the second order function. 
Anotaer Approximation 
If the same approximation is made in another matter, a more 
convenient form can be used. 
For small a 2 , 
then, 
: .. 
~rl K] (' '11 K 0( . - (1- 0( ) 1 i 2 
·2 
.. t 
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It the above approximation ia 1111de tor all ~1,cr2 , tben 
equation (III-7) becoaea: 
-
·•1 
+ [1-c1- et >
1 1 J-~- ~ )· a1-Js~~> <i > 2 r 2 . t;• K1 i 
I (2) -
+ (1- CY2) i St1-K (Xi) 
i 
.Also equation (III-14) becomes: 
-
( 1- rx.2.5 2 [ 1-( 1- lX2>µ.] 
[1-(1- (X2)µ ] 2 




~ 2(1- ~) . 
- 1-( 1- 0( 2>µ. 






Note that a 2 is the same as a 1 . 
·for a -into equation (III-7). 
Substituting the approximation 
2 
.. 
U.iq; the •••• ·definition for a ; i. •. , 
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but this is the same as: 
(1) ' ~ I~ " '\ n (2) ,-; \ 
- a S -1.X J + (1- a '· .,t'K \Ai' i t i i - i 
( III-21) 
·., 
Under this approximation, a. is the same for both models. 
1 
·Further the equations are identical to Brown's with a. replacing 
1 
.. 
a. Obviot1sly all characteristics of a that were listed in the 
i 
last chapter follow. 
There is a further satisfying reason for suggesting (III-21) as 
a good approximation. Divide Brown's basic equation for the 
second-order function· byµ. and use a 1 as the response (stability) 
parameter . 
•. 
s<Z) C x.) = fX1· 
t' 1 
( 1) 
s I < X.) t 1 
µ_. µ.. 




I (1) c- ) A f we substitute-a I X. for each ~t back in time for exactly· ' t 1 





. ' ~. 
" . 
. , 
situation as in the first-
.. , •4 ti, • , I \ ·t , I o, 
:,· 
'-







































34 ,~ . • td 
· (3) -
. C 1) - C 1) ~ St' (X1) replaces st, (X1) and st, (41) replaces 1:1. Under this 
argument, 
.-.~ 
(1) (2) _ 
= s Cx > + (1- a > s , ( x. > a i t' i i t-Ki -i 
This is the same as the approximation (III-21) which followed from 
a slightly different philosophy. Further this second approach can 
be generalized for all higher order models. It is felt then that 
·erown's equations can be used in general for the irregular review 





1-(1-a) 1 µ 
In general the recursive operator is given as follows: 
(n) ('. ) 
S I x. t 1 
(n-1) (n) -
- Q . st' ( y.) + ( 1- a 1·) s / ( xi> . ! i .i t-Ki 
Interpretation of the Forecasts 
\ - - - , 
(III-22) 
.. 
The second order hypothesized model is X:t - a0 + a1 t + Et 
with the estimates 
A,! (1) - (2) -
-a = 2S · (x ) 
- st' <xi> 0 t' i 
A (1) (2) -- ~ -(S (X.) st,· (Xi)) a - -
..e 1 1- OC t' 1 
where: . ·' • 
\ 


















., (1) (2) 
= c,. s ' .<I1> + c1- ~1> st'-K Ci1> i t i 
(2) -
S I (X ) 
t i 
(Xi = 1-(1- CX) Ki/µ. 
However, for the forecast of x1 , one has a problem as to what 
I t to use since we are not~forecasting regular intervals. This was 
no problem in the constant model case since Xt was not a function 
I of time. It is felt that the best approximation is to use t = µ, 
the average interval length. 





-+ a µ. 1 
. 
In the chapter to follow some of the statistical and dynamic 
·. properties of the derived models will be explored. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELS 
-· Having completed the derivation of the models, it seems appro-
priate to summar.,ize prior to furt~er -study of these models. In the 
first chapter the -need for a transaction triggered, formal smoothing 
and forecasting model was suggested.· The second chapter was devoted 
. . 
to the formulation of a first order model, given by equation (II-17), 
that evidently performs the intended function for a constant under-
lying process. Particularly encouraging were the list of ten pro-
parties under all boundary conditions that furthe,r tended • 
toward the intuitively proper magnitudes in the intervals between the 
boundary conditions. Finally the third"· chapter extended the basic 
arguments and notions to higher order models. The conclusion to this 
p·oint his to suggest that the a in Brown's models be replace,d by a 
time dependent smoothing coefficient for each interval given by: 
a. = f (K1 : a , µ ·1 
K-/µ. ) = 1 - (1- a) 1 
It is the purpose of this chapter to further study the models io 
that one can gain a better understanding of their behavior. The 
characteristics explored in this chapter snould further suppor"t the 
derivations and properties that have been discussed in the previous 
~ ' "' . .. chapters. First it will be shown that the estimate, a.
0 · in t}le .first 
order model ·is a statistically unbiased estimate~ .. - Second, a large 111 
portion of this chapter will be devoted to the response of the moC:,el 1D 
,. 
, standard input signals. The response-stability interplay will be 
demonstrated for different magnitudes of a 
. l 
, .......... . 
....... 
• Finally, the sensitivity 
I 
., 
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37 
a . , or some mathematically convenient function· of 1 
a., will be given with respect to the two parameters of the system\ 1 
a and • 
-SliX.,) As An Estimate of th.e Average of the Data ti' l. 
If the expected .value of the function S(l) (i1) is equal to the ' t' 
expectation of the time series· data X , o·ne is just~ified in calling i 
" -it an average and a 
0 Recall that the model given by 
equation (II-17) is the closed form expression for equation (II-3) 
over a finite interval length with a given by equation (II-16). 1 ~ 
The closed form expression was derived so that one need only perform 
the computation once for each review rather than K. times in the ]. 
interval i. We can then equivalently use equation (II-3) with equation 
(II-16) to prove the various properties. 
Expanding equation (II-3) back in tirne,> :substitution (II-16), ---




E· s< 1>ci>J t' i 
.• 41 
1/µ] j/JJ- . (1- CX) (1- ot) E(X , . ) t -J 
111,, ..... , 
c,,,,O ' 
" • j/lL 
'-' ( l,.- De:') r-j=o 
but·the summation is an infinite geometric·series 
-
1 
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Response to Standard Signals 
In this section the way in which the proposed model responds to 
several typical standard time series generating functions will be 
studied. Further the effect on the model of the choice of th·e para-
meters, a and µ , will be explored. The basic approach will be 
through the technique of linear systems analysis. More specifically 
the methods of the z-transform will be employed. The output response 
of the system will be characterized for a specific input to the 
system. 
.... ·.' 
The state of the mathematical art to treat this type of analysist. 
the z-transform, imposes implicit restrictions relevant to this thesis. 
The theory limits the analysis to linear, discrete, time invariant 
~ 
systems. The model as proposed in the form given by (II-17) vio-
lates these restrictions. We can again go back to (II-3) where the 
basic interval is periodic on the tr scale. The approach will be to 
apply the z-transform theory on equation (II-3) and to apply the same 
definitions to the input signal and the parameter a 1 as were employed 
in deriving (II-17). · 
Representing equation (II-3): 
w llere: t' = the smallest convenient interval· of time ~ t. 
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-The time series given by X will have to be interpr.eted u_ a . i 
modified 1:a"tandard signal wh.ich is a statistic of the standard con-
-tinuous function X ·. The average demand X for each~ tis used for t i 
-each ~ t in the interval i. By the definition of Xi all inputs will 
be pulses or combinations of pulses. The puls.es will vary in magnitude 
and length. For example if the input of the time series X is a ramp t x function, it is put into this system as_! which would be a stair-
K. 
case of equal "step heights" and varying .\step lengths". A parabolic 
generating furetion will.be a staircase of monotonically increasing 
"step heights'' with varying ,, ,, step lengths . A time series function 
that is a step input will also be a step in this system. "Noisy" 
data will tend to be somewhat averaged out and will be randomly varying 
up and down pulses. Clearly then, it is important to study the pulse 
~, in some depth. 
A pulse can be constructed from two unit step functions. The 
unit step is defined as: f(n) 
This 
The 
f(n) =· 1 
0 
n > 0 
n < 0 
expression is generalized as: 
f(n) 
f.(n-n1) l 
1 n ~ n1 
-
-
0 n < n1 1 
pulse may be constructed fran: 
•' 
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-1 - 1 • • • • • • • • • - 0 0 0 o-· 
n 
nl n2 Ill n2 
-1 X ~ ')( ")it )( 
. The use of .·the unit step furetions with the definition as illus-
tr~ted in the example is all that is needed to represent the typical 
" 
·nature of the signal entering this system. The unit step function 
can in this manner be used~as the basic building blocks to represent 
the pulse or pulses. The magnitude of the pulse is merely set by a 
consta·nt multiple given by Xi over the i th interval. 
Ki 
Having represented the nature of the incoming signal in the 
discrete time domain, ·1et_ us build the necessary z-transform theory 
. ,t 
that is r~quired. The _z-transtol/ID o"'f, ~n) which takes on· values 
/ 
at points n = 0, 1, is defined as: 
.. 
C_onsider the unit 
• 
~i 1 f(n) 0 
'° 







n < 0 
vi" 
f(n) n z 
. I- . -~ ~ 
. -. 
:t· . ,-,,. . 
. 
n . 2~,··· 







F(z) - _l_. (IV-1)· 
















Clearly for f(n) - C 
0 
F(z) - _c_ 
1 - z 
. .. 
n ~ 0 






The general tran~form of del~y for· any tun¢t$6n f(n-K) is 
zK fT(z). Thus for the delayed unit st~p:.· 




0 n < K 
C ZK 
F(z) - (IV-3) 




.Ari.other function that will be u·s.e·f:ul fs t.he impulse function. 
·Th-:i.$ is· defined by: 
I, ( n). 
0 
and th·e transform:: 
F(z) = l 
f or :iJ ::: 'Cl 
' ..I. ' 
.. ,·Ii. i- 0: 
·-·. . . 
I 
The transform of a delayed impulse for K units is clearly: 
F(z) = zK (IV-4) 
f(t) 
1 
Consider for example the following time pulse function: 
. ·- . 
I 
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'The transf.orm from what has been outlined before is from (IV-3): 
1 
F(z) = --
1 - z 
F(z) _ 1 - z4 
-----1 - z 
By long division:~-. 
4· 
z 
- ---1 - z 
-~· 
F(z) · -2·' 3··-
- l + z· + z · +: .z,··· 
The inverse of this is t·h·eri 4 :;impulses which ca·n. be seen from (IV-4). 
:_.· Frequently, this long .dlv:isio:Q technique is ·the quickest way to ex-
press the function. 
A. final necessary t~ansform is that of the exponential decay~ 
'" This will be used to interpret the output response aftet the input 








F(z) L n ·.n. - (1-0C) z 
, n=O 
. :, 
This is a geometric series· equivalent· to: 
··F(z) l 
(IV-5) 





Brown in ( 1) has showp that the z-transform- for simple exponent:.=t:a.l ...... 
-~~oothing · is:. 
H(z) = __ ex. __ 



















Relating this to equation (II-3) with time interval t'. 
H( z) = __ t:X_1 ___ _ 
1-(1- cx1)z 
where 1/µ, a - 1 - c 1- ex.. > 1 
" ., .. 
;, 
Also recall that all time series X. are a collection of pulses. 1 
It is well known in z-transform theory that a discrete, linear, 
' 
time invariant system ca.n be completely described by its impulse 
' function ht. The impulse response ht is a description of the output 
of the system t.periods after an impulse is applied at the input. The 
convolution of tQ,e impulse response with any arbitrary signal Xt 
~ives the output response yt to that signal. 
Yt = xt * ht 
In transform theory·, convolution c:an.- :.be interpreted as mu:iti--.· 
plication in the transform domain. 
.. 
Y(z) - X(z) · H(z) 
Applying the unit step to the simple exponential smoothing function. 
• 
1 
·1 · .•. 
g 
. -·-- - -
Y(z) = __ CX_1 __ 
1-(1-- ~)z - ·- ·~--~-. ,.-;.· - •• - •. -:c·· . -I -- ·.;;;· z-
1 I - C(.1 
. -~· Y(z) --
1-(1-lX... )z - (1-z) l 
,;, 
.. ::. ), 
then y(t') - [1 - (1- 0:1)(1- CXI) t'] - ~ 
I 
:~ 
., ..•.•. ;-~e<··•""'•.·•,,,-., 
.,~<~· >f,~:- .. ~,:::t:{/':·',.-~·~ ... - ;· ,· . 
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1 - (1-~) 
In general then the delayed step: 
1 
y ( z) - -1--(-l ___ (X__)_z_ 
1 
• 
1 - z 
- .. finally reduces to 
( t ' + 1-K) /JJ--
y ( t') - l - ( 1- <X, ) 
f \ 
(IV-7) 
Let us n:ow study in some depth the basic unit pulse of arbitrary 
length since it is the heart of the model. Consider the following 
example~hich is constructed from two unit steps and represents 
the nature of the sJgnal during an interval. Notice that there are 
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- f(t'-8) 1 
1 8 z F(z) 
--
1 
- z 1 -· z 
• I • ' • •• ' '• ' -, '- 4 ~ , 
Passing this through the exponential smoothing system: 
Y(z) = F(z) · H(z) 
From (IV-7) 
_ ci-aJt'+l)/µ...}- { 1 _ o-~ ?'+1-s_>;r'-} y( t I) = { 1 
Therefore: 
y(t') - 1 - (1- (( )(t'+l)/µ.. 
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( 1- OC) 211-L 
l ~- (1- w 31JA-
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r ~ · c 1- oc)a/.,u. 
. 9/ 
.(1- ct.) l4A _ ( 1- OC) µ. 
( 1- lA) ( l+K)/p.-- ( 1- OC) ( 9+K)/µ-
















For this example: 
'· Let ))-· - 5 -
~ 
' rx - .3 ,and: .~-:5. - ;,·-··, 
.. 
fe - 3 
~ - . 3. and . 5 
The results for this input are plotted for the 4 combinations of 
the parameters in Figure (IV-1). Clearly, the higher the a, the 
faster the response. The lower the µ. , the faster the response. 
The interpretation of the parameters, however, should follow their 
definitions. The parameterµ is the average interval length. The 
closer this is estimated the closer a can be interpreted as 
Brown's a . 
Let .us. consider an ·example: :of a string of pulses and observe 
the way in which this signal is tracked. The input and output is 
plotted in Figure (IV-2)~ The signal is given as: 
f(t') = c1f(t') - c1f(t'-3) + C2f(t'-3) 
- c2 (t'-8) + c3 (t'-8) - c3 (t'-10) 
+ c4 (t'~l0) - c4(t'-15) 
+ C (t'-15) + 5 
Let: µ = 4 
c1 =· 1 
C = 2 2 
'• 
• • • 
.. 
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48 
The first three intervals represent a ramp generating function. 
Substituting: 
f(t') = 1 f(t') + I·f(~'-3) + f(t'-8) 
' 
- .5 f(t'-10) ~ 1.75 f(t'-15) + 
.,. 
1 z3 
F(z) = -- + -- + 1 - z 1 - z . 1 
10 
z 






1 - z 
• • • 
Passing the aboveJsignal through the exponential smoothing system 
and taking the inverse; as given by (IV-7) 
, .. " 
y(t'> = 1 - o-·a><t'+l)/µ.. 
' (t'+l)/µ- . y(t') = 2 - (1-0C) - (l-~)(t'-2)/,µ-
y(t') = 3 - (1- (1'.) ( t 1 +l)~- (1- tx.-) ( t I -2) //-A-
- (1- {X_)(t'-7)/JJ.-. 
y(t') = 2.5 - ·(1-CX..) (t'+l)/}" - (1-0L)(t'-2)/p-
- ( 1- ~ ) ( t ' -7) /~. 5 ( 1- <X) ~ t ' -9) / ,µ-





y(t.') - .75 - (1-():)(t'+ 1)/j,'- - (l-/X.)(t'-2)/,u.-
!E (t'-7)/,v.. (t'-9)/µ\- (t'-14)/_µ-
- (1- lX.) +.5(1-CX.) +1.75(1-(X..) 
t' > 15 
-
i .,. 
' ' ...... - ... ~.. . .,.. ... , . ..... :,. '. ,l 
1-:·· 
..... ~--~ 










on the t' scale, let us recall that the formula suggested by equation 
(II-17) only generates a smoothed value at the irregular review in-
terval. The only valtte .calculated fo.r ea·c-h interval is the final 
'()_he. Thus, the above· .g~J.c:ulations· are :g.iven at: y(2), y(7), y(9), 
and y(14). The resp~nse to this input signal is plotted on Figure 
IV-2. The final values are shown as a circled dot. 
A careful study of Figure IV-2 should demonstrate how the 
smoothing function follows the signal. The lag of the response to·: 
the signal is quite obvious f.or .a deterministtc si·gnal ._ This -i.$: 
the pric~ tha:t must _pe :paid. for ·smoothing I I . , II noisy data. It is· ~: 
demop.stratio_n -of ·t·he. re:spQh$·.e· - stability trade-off. That is, a 
sys·tem that respond:s. fa·st:¢r to ·the d-et.erministic system would 
also respond to ra:ndom n-c>i$.e. :F~rther, t:he nra.mp" ·portion of the 
-signal is bui.:J,.d.in·g up a ·st.e·aJly state bias. ·This: i;s the reason a 
r~mp ·signal suggests a s-.ec.o·nd order model t .. o :f.ollow t&he signal • 
. . The models under stuijy evidently behave in~ _manner similar to the 
equally-spaced model-s s11:g_gested by Brown. 
at the sensitivity df -tbs pjrameters. 
Sensitiv!ty Analysis. 
" 
Let us now take a look 
The models that have be·en formulated express a time qependent 
~moothing coefficient with two parameters. Since the user must 
set these two parameters either by experience or past data, the 
optimal result may deviate from the nominal values chosen. 
• I 
Brown (1, pp. 106-107) has asserted without proof that the results 
are not very sensitive to the exact choice of a • - The ·coefficient 
·' 
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a 1 holds the same relative position in the models of this thesis. 
as a does in Brown's model. That is, the smoothing functions are 
not very sensiti.ve to the choice of a .. 
1 
It is instructive however to view tht:! s·er1.·s.itivity pf a. as a 
. 1 function of a and µ. 
• The sensitivity of a function is defined 
. as a ratio of the percentage change in the function to the percentage 
change in the parameter. In this manner we can interpret the 
relative importance of the effects of errors or changes in the 
functions parameters on the function itself. By definition (see 
. reference 9, p. 633) the percentage change in G with respect to a 
parameter bis given by: 
&G 






Let us interpret· a measure of the sensitivity of the functi~n 
,q 
a . with respect to the parameter a . It will become apparent, 
l. 
however, that the matheniatical relationship is such that a related 
function of a is more convenient. i Writing the relationship 
then 




= (1-CX> 1 
For convenience let us interpret the sensitivity of (1-CX...) 
1 wi tH respect to ( 1- CX..). 
all past data. 
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Taking the natural log of both sides: 
K. 
= l ln(l~~) 
then: 
a ln(l- ai) 
a ln(l-lX) 
therefore: 













Thus the percent c·hange in the function (1- Cti) with respect to 
an· error in (1-0() is directly proportional to the ratJo of the inter-
·val length to the average interval length. For an average interval 
·, 
·length, a percent.error in (1-CX) gives the·same percent error in (l~ctr>-
·"" ..... ..,_ 
Consider the parameter µ.: 
K.! (1- CX.) = (1-CX) 1 )A. 
I. ' 
for small ex_ 
rv ) ""v K· ( 1- ~i = 1 - ...2: (X. 
µ.., 




K. a a {Xi "" - l ex = -' 2 P- --
d~i 1 aµ· ,..,,,, -
- -










· r · I 









a rx. i 
(Xi ~ - 1 
'· 
,·· 
A percentage error in t~e p~rameter µ.._ gives the same percentage 
error in N_ • • 
ll',- 1. 
.1o;·, 
Up tb this point in the thesis, the properties have been ana-
:lyt.ically explored. In the next chapter a demonstration of the model 
using real data is studied. 
···~ 
.· ... \: 
r . 
"., .. J 
-~ 








CHAPTER V AN APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 
In the first four chapters of the thesis, a model was formu- ··~. 
lated and the characteristics studied in an analytical fashidn. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to observe the behavior of the , 
r 
proposed model for a typical example time series for which the model 
was formulated; that is, data that has been accumulated over random 
interval lengths of time. It is felt that a demonstration of the 
model on some data would- help bridge the gap between the theoretical 
investigation of the characteristics and the behavior of the mode1 as 
it might respond to a real-life application. 
The interaction between the model, the data, and the parameters 
·are ex~remely complex. Alt;hough the mathematical analysis has given 
insight t.o the behavior, it is logical that an exhaustive simulation 
.. 
using real-life data would help make the application of the model 
more complete. Unfortunately, such a study is beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Further,··it is suggested that such a study is needed 
for both the model as proposed in this thesis and the model for 
equally spaced data as gfven by Brown. It was the intent of this 
"91esis to br'ing the formulation of the random· review interval model l -
t_o a· similar-position of study as that of Brown's model. The·models 
appear to be ready for application but the'j, are ~ipe for some 
generalized conclusions for a variety of classes of data that repre-
" . sent reaJ-life application. 
The model that has been formulated -cannot be compared to any model 
p·erforming the aforement.ioned function. No model exists for this type 
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I 
of forecast. However, throughout this paper, every attempt has 
been made to relate the proposed model to the traditional exponential 
smoothing model. The smoothing coefficient ai is expressed as a 
function of the a given by Brown. Further, the proposed model 
identically reduces to Brown's model under the special case of 
~qually spaced data. Every indication of the analytical treatment 
suggests similar type behavior. Thus, a relative comparison would 
be appropriate. and informative. Example time series will be ex-
. plained in the next section so that such a comparison can be demon-
strated. 
I, 
.. :Time Series Data 
Recall that the model is used on demand that ac-cum~ates over 
the interval length. In order tha.t the comparison discussed in 
the· previous section can be made, two sets of data will be generated. 
' The sets will be generated from the same population. One set will 
·sum the demand over equal interval lengths of time. The other set 
will sum the demand over unequal ift'terval lengths of time that are 
generated from a Poisson distribution. The mean of the Poisson dis-
tribution is set equal to the interval· length ·o~ ·-the equally- spaced 
dij:ta. 
The Poisson distribution was arbitrarily selected si~ce it does 
not allow time less than zero and because it is a one parameter 
• 
distribution. The interval lengths were generated from the assumed· 
theoretical population by a. random numbe~ table. The common 
I 
population selected was the.first one hundred points of Warmdot 










interval length and the mean of the Poisson istribution was arbi~ 
trarily selected to be four units of time. ; e two generated time 
series, each with 25 points, are given in Table V-1. The,number of 
time units over~hich the demand was accumulated and their res-
pective demands are illustrated. 
Evaluation of Forecast Error 
~ . One way of measuring the behavior of the models is to evaluate 
. ._ 
the stand,ard deviation of the errors. The errors are defined as 
the difference between the demand which was forecast and that which 
actually occurred. The standard· deviatton is a mea·sure of the ac-
curacy of the forecast. The averag~.- will be very close to -zero. 
• The standard deviation is a meas4.re of how much the errors cluster 
around the mean. If the errors. rfre small, the s.tandard deviation:. 
will be small. 
The approach suggested in the thesis. is tq· ·fo:rec·as·t ·the average 
demand per smallest unit ·of time fran the las·t p-iece of data until 
the· next p·tece of data. For the evaluation of the forecast error, 
-w:e: will .rn1.fit-.iply· the forecast, based on past data, per smallest unit 
'· 
-~ 
I\ • '•,. t 
of time by the number of units of time until the next piece~of data. 
,1', This·· number ,will be compared to the actual danand that has accumu-
lo lated during that interval. 
Evaluation of Results 
There are ac~ually two comparis~ns that can be made. One is 
~ to apply the equally spaced data to Brown·' s model and comp~~e this" 
"'1 1 • 
, to the unequally ~paced data as applied to the model of this thesis. 
,. . The analytical study _intuitively ~uggests that the measure of forecast .,.,. 
''1 
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Sample Time Series* 
Equally Spaced Unequally Spaced '. I 
I ... 
i No. of Time Units Demand No. of Time Units Demand I ,, .( ,/ ; ~-- 1081 1081 I 4 4 4 2028 5 2549 I 4 1927 6 2485 ii I 4 1479 6 2817 ~ I 1968 % l 4 2 1056 3 I , t1 4· 2005 7 3719 ~ " ~ I 4: 2219 2 993 1 4 1993 6 2883 i l 
! ,4. 1977 3 1570 ) ._ ... ! 4. 1928 2 1013 ! ! ~ 4 1997 6 2804 ~ 
:4 1820 4 2561 
·4 2419 6 4344 '.&>, 4; 2997 5 3184 ,. 
·4 2611 5 2506 4 2510 4 1858 
:4 2087 3 1438 4 1767 5 2605 
4 1948 3 
.1246 
4 2146 3 1487 4 1705 ,. 2 832 
4 1916 2 839 
4 1778 4 
·2140 .-':- 4 2076 1 472 4 2280 4 2280 ::. 
-•· ---------,--- --~·- -.-------
·! 
•, ,: 
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error should be about the same. Another approach is to apply the 
unequally.spaced data to Brown's model; we recognize that this was 
not the intended function. If the models given in th.is thesis do 
not significally improve on this application, it would be a wasfe of 
computation time to use them. 
The first comparison was made using first order exponential 
smoothing. The time series data as given in Table V-1 was applied 
to their respective models; the equally spaced data to Brown's, 
the unequally ·spaced data to equation (11~11-A). The variance of 
the forecast errors ( square of the standard deviation) was calcu-
lated for different a's. The results are summarized on Table V-2. 
The ratio of.the unbiased estimates of the population variances are 
... 
also listed. This ratio has the F-distribution, and we can therefore 
test whether or not the two sets of errors come from the same normal 
population. At a significance level of E = .01 for 24 degrees of 
freedom for each sample, the F value is 2. 66. Since the ratio· for 
all a's are less than .2.66 (they range from 1.15 to 1.25) there is 
no reason to reject the hypothesis that the two samples came from 
the same normal population. 
There are two more facts worth noting. The minimum forecast 
error occurred at about the same a for both types of application. 
Since the value of µ. was set equal t~ four, the mean of the Poisson 
distribution that we assumed, one was led to believe from the mathe-
matical analysis that tQe a of the recommended model should .be the 
" . same as that of -'the a given by Brown's model. . The fact that the (\\-,/} 
. :· ,,;, ' 
/a 
----~' -- ----:~ . . 
. - - ----- ~-·· .. -
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TABLE V-2 
r·· .... 
;v .. ' Brown's Model Modified Model 
Equally Spaced Data Unequally Spaced Data Ratio i .... 
l 
t' 1 
Variance 1 Variance 2 var 27var 1 j a I 
:.-· I 
. ! 
~ ~~, I - ' •. 
~-




0.05 ·98046.79 114134.15 1.16 ~ 
~! 
' 
0 .10 93450. 53 ,. 107932.55 1.15 
-~ 0.15 89558.92 102985.03 1.15 ·: 
' 1 l 86371.89 99240.29 1.15 1 
i 0.20 
~ IJ 
" 0i 0.25 83889. 49 . 96646.59 1.15 ·' ~ 
'.·I 
,_;; 0.30 82111. 70 95151.79 1.16 'j J 0.35 81038.53 94903. 27 min. 1.17 :1 ", ., 
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a's,using two separate sets of data (generated from the same parent 
population) on two smoothing equations respectively, were about the 
same is encouraging, Finally, the sensitivity of the a so far as 
. ., forecast error is concerned is r~latively minimal. A pictorial 
illustration of forecast error is given on Figure V-1. The standard 
- ... 
.. deviation of the forecast errors are plotted as a function of a. 
Tha standard deviations are normalized by the minimum standard de-
viation of the unequally spaced data for convenience~ 
Let us now take a look at the second comparison that can be 
made. That is, the unequally spaced data will be used for both 
Brown's model and the model that -was formulated in the thesis. The 
forecast error variances are summarized on Table V-3 for~a range of 
values for O ~ a 5 1. The ratio of the variances are ta·ken so that 
.the .F-test can be made. The calculated value significantly exceeds 
the· value F = 2. 66 for E = • 01 and 24 degrees of freedom for each 
... sample. We can reject the hypothesis that the samples came from the 
same normal population. This comparison clearly shows the superiority 
!I 
of using the formulated model for·this application. A pict6rial il-
lus·tration of this comparison is seen in Figure V-1. The standard 
··· deviations are again norm~liz_ed_.by .. the mini.mum standard deviation of 
.. ·-- ---.-~·- ------. ~-··~·----~----· ~------·--· --·--
-
.. the unequally spaced data as applied to the model of this thesis, 
The two aforementioned comparisons are very encouraging. The 
first comp~rison demonstrates that the model behaves similar to 




· second comparison demonstrates that the model of this thesi~('"is 
-
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spaced data to Brown's model. 
Sensitivity of Parameters 
~: 
· ... 
Since the ·practitioner must selec_t.·· fl'.,: tt· is important to in-
vestigate the sensitivity .... Let us use the unequally spaced data and 
apply it to ·the model as given by equation (11-17-A). 
d ,·. . .•. 
The normalized forecast variances are calculated and tabulated 
in Table V-4 for a range of values of a and· for µ. equal >to· 3, 4, 
and 5. The variances are n_or·malized ·w:ith respect to the .value given 
at µ ·= 4 a.nd .a = • 35·, the minimum.. From the table, it is seen that 
the forecast variance is relatively insensitive to the parameters. 
It is· see.n from the table that if µ increases, then the value of 
\ 
.. that. ·g{ves the minimum variance error is increased. Conversely if 
µ. :f:s estimated low, then the value of a that gives the minimum 
variance error.is decreased~ 
Summary of Chapter V 
It is to be emphasized that this chapter was only intended to 
serve as a demonstration of the model that has been recommended. It 
is included to help support the indications that were given by the .. 
analytical procedures. 
· Al though only one set of data ::has: l;>e.~ri included for this demon-
stration, other sets hav·e been run; :and. they all give comparable 
results. The behavior of the ·model both from the analytical study and 
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~ ,' I 
.· - Normalized Forecast Error Variances for Modified Model, 
Un~qually Spaced Data 
µ - 3 µ, = 3 
0.00 1.285 1.285 
0.05 1.182 1.205 
0.10 1.106 1.140 
1.051 1.088 0.15 l''· ~ 
0.20 1.017 1.048 
0.25 1.002 10020 
.... 1.000 1.005 m.rn .•. 0.30 
0.35 1.016 *1.·000 
0.40 1-.043 10006 ·rnin. 
0.45 1.080 · 1. 021 
0.50 1.125 1.046 
0.55 1.177 10080 
0.60 1.234 1.122 " 
0.65 ... 1.296 1.171 
0.70 1.359 10228 
0.75 1.422 1.290 
0.80 1.485 1.363 
0.85 1.544 1.433 
0.90 1.601 1.511 
0.95 1.653 1.595 
.... 
1. 00 .. 1. 710 1.710 
. . ~ . . . .. 
... 
.. 
* Normalizing· ·val.ue,- Var.·.fance - 94703.27 
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CHAPTER VI SUMMARY 1 CONCLQSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS R>R :&WTHER STM>Y 
It was the intent of the thesis to formulate a model that will· 
\ smooth and forecast time series data that occur at aperiodic inter-
~als of time from a set of logical arguments. The model suggested is 
a time dependent·smoothing coefficient formulation that is directly 
an~logus to the tradition~! exponential smoothing constant. That isi 
I a smoothing coefficient, functional with the irregular time interval~ 
replaces the exponential smoothing const·anti,. The model recommenqe(J 
is a two par:a~eter model. One parameter ts equivalent ~to the a smoot.h.~.'. 
ing constant. The other parameter µ, is equal to the average interval 
length. The advantages· .of exponential .smoothing st ill hold. The com-
putation is si$ple ~nd accurate; and the file of historical data is 
small .. 
Followt·ng ·the derivation, the model was a:nalyt.~Gally explored. 
The smoothing function was shown to be an ~st:.imate of the average of 
the data.· Then using .i·-tra:nsform· th¢ory:, tne response to standard 
signals was invest.igat·ed. The- p igrials. we·re. tracked by the moqel in 
the same manner .as the- equally spaced mod:e1s. The response-stability·: 
:frade-off is set by the parameter~ a in the model. Finally the 
sn\66.thing c ooff icient was shown to be -approximately linearly sensitive. ) 
:to t.:h~ two parameters •. ~- I 
. Following the derivaticn and analytical stud_y,_ ·the }~odel was· 
tried on some data. Two sets of data were .generated from the same 
: ... 't 
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The other set accumulated. demand over equ·a1 intervals. of time. 
The forecast error was c.alculated for the unequally spaced data using 
the model of this thesis. This was compared to the forecast error of 
the equal_ly spaced~ data as applied to Brown's model. There was no 
significant forecast error difference. This demonstrates that the 
model behaves for the irregular interval similar to that of Brown's 
model as applied to equally spaced data. A second comparison was 
made. The unequally spaced data was applied both to the model Qf this 
. 
~ 
thesis and to Brown's model. The model oI this thesis was shown to ~
be significantly superior to ·er.own,' s model. This justifies its use 
for: such ·an application. 
It· i.s ·recommendeci: that th~ model be applied to an exhaustive test 
and application using: e:~:t·her simulated or real-life data. Hopefully, 
such a study, which wo.u1d. 'be a formidable task, wqu~q give sone gene-
ralized insight to the·nature of the data where the .model might best 
b.e _applied. 
There is one other area iri Whirih no method exists for smoothing 
·d'ata. Recall that in the model formulated in this· thesis that de-
.mand was accumulated over the irregular review interval. However·, 
there is . another class of problems that. involves irregular reviews .. 
Th~se are problems that sample a level at irregular intervals. For-
example, it ina._y. be desirable to sample the stock market level at· 
,il:i!,,.'' , 
irregular interval~ ·of time. Clearly, t~e demands are not being 
.. 
~ccumulated over tim~ fbt this case. For this class of problems 
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